
History at St Michael’s 

History at St Michael’s is key to help children build up a clear, chronological 

understanding of the past of Britain and the wider world. Our teaching inspires 

children’s curiosity to know more about the past and equips them to ask 

perceptive questions, think critically, weigh evidence and sift arguments. 

At St Michael’s we ensure that our children can learn about how History 

impacts upon and underpins much of our lives in todays’ society, while 

practical activities should stimulate their curiosity and develop a clear 

understanding of the past. 

 

Intent 

Academic We aim for every child to actively participate in history whether this 

be in the classroom environment or at home. Children should be enthused by 

our history curriculum and link the work that is done in school with people, 

places and events from the past.  

There will be a focus on learning through experiences and practical tasks in 

lessons. This can be achieved through visits to locations of specific historical 

importance and studying artefacts. Lessons will be taught employing a range of 

sources including books, ICT, accounts as well as the secure subject knowledge 

from staff. 

Making a difference is key to our history learning at St Michael’s. Throughout, 

our children will be exposed to a range of exciting and relevant topics 

enhancing their skills as Historians further.  A clear understanding of historical 

concepts including continuity, cause and consequence, similarity and 

difference are also established within these topics. 

 

Social 

As children develop their understanding through school of the complexity of 

people’s lives and events from the past, they progress further by building their 

own understanding of the diversity in societies and relationships between 

different groups. Their progression through school builds their identity and 



creates for them an understanding of the past, equipping them with the 

wisdom to face potential new challenges in the future. 

St Michael’s includes pupils from a range of different backgrounds and 

cultures. They will develop awareness and social skills through teamwork and 

collaboration and be able to accept different roles within group situations 

through role play and drama.  

 

 

Implementation  

 

In the Summer of 2021 Mr West took part in a review of the medium-term 

plans for history throughout the school. It was noted that there was evidence 

of gaps in planning and some units lacked the detail required to accelerate the 

progress of pupils. 

There will be a focus on historical vocabulary, facts and chronological 

knowledge. This will be achieved by targeted questioning throughout units and 

lessons as well as the use of low stake quizzes and retrieval questions to 

constantly refresh and recap the information pupils receive. 

In order to further enhance the pupils experience of history within school, a 

history day is planned for this academic year. This will give students the 

opportunity to develop the subject specific vocabulary they use as well as 

embed their learning through first-hand experiences.  

 

Impact 

 

A subject knowledge survey was conducted by all staff and it found that 

confidence was low in the subject knowledge surrounding some areas and this 

has been prioritised for targeted professional development opportunities this 

year.   



We use formative assessment to assess the children’s knowledge and 

understanding of history. Our lessons allow for low stake quizzes and each unit 

is accompanied by a knowledge organiser that children can refer to throughout 

a sequence of lessons. Written work is marked by adults and is used, alongside 

verbal responses, to build up a true assessment of where children are in their 

learning. 

Subject leaders regularly carry out book scrutinies to ensure that the curriculum 

is being delivered to a high standard and year group meeting time is dedicated 

to discussions around the effectiveness of history teaching. 


